Here, G(u,A) is a partial differential operator, G : B x R 4 B, and solutions of (1.4) represent steady-state solutions of the underlying physical problem. We often have available a code based on a discretization of the operator G on a suitable grid and a numerical integration of the resulting system of ordinary differential equations. Steady-state solutions are often computed simply by using the available code to integrate the time dependent system (1.3) for large times. We can view the time integration code as a fixed point procedure of the form (1.1), with v counting the time steps. Such a procedure will fail to converge if the equilibrium states to be computed become unstable during continuation in A (see Appendix A for details). This usually occurs when only one or two eigenvalues of the linearized stability problem for (1.3) have their real parts change sign. Our stabilization procedure allows us to compute such unstable steady states and entire unstable solution branches via continuation, using this time integration code as a "black box." Such an approach has not been proposed before and should be of great practical significance. - Alternatively, we consider directly computing solutions of the equilibrium equations (1.4). Frequently employed iterative procedures are of the form:
Here, we assume that the operator G in (1.4) has been approximated by some appropriate discretization, so G : RN x R -+ RN.The M ( " ) ( x ) are N x N matrices, chosen to produce a convergent scheme in an efficient manner. For 
example M(")(A)= G;'(u(")(x),A) yields Newton's method. Many other choices are possible, such as a quasi-Newton method, where M(")(A)
is the inverse of some approximate Jacobian. Alternatively, the iteration (1.5) may represent a relaxation procedure such as GaussSeidel, SOR, or multigrid. Whatever the choice made for M ( " ) ( x ) the relation to (1.1) is simply that This may converge well for some A, but if during continuation u* ( A ) approaches a solution at which G, (u*(A), A) is singular then some eigenvalues of F, (u*( A ) , A) approach unity. The generic singular case is when G, has a one-dimensional null space from which it follows that F, (u* ( A ) , A) has one eigenvalue unity. Continuation past such points is usually possible using standard pseudo-arclength techniques [6] . However, we stress that once again the difficulties encountered are due to a small number of eigenvalues leaving the unit disk (for further details, see $7). Our stabilization procedure can dramatically accelerate convergence of such iterations near singular points where the convergence rate normally degrades. It can also extend the domain of convergence beyond the normal range.
Our stabilization procedure: the Recursive Projection Method or RPM exploits the fact that, as in the above examples, slow convergence or even divergence of the fixedpoint iteration (1.1) is caused by a small number of eigenvalues leaving (or approaching) the unit disk. The key idea is to find or approximate the eigenspace corresponding to the unstable modes. This is done efficiently in a recursive manner, using the iterates of the fixed-point iteration. The space Rn is written as a direct sum of the span of the unstable eigenspace (say, P) and its orthogonal complement (say, Q). We modify the iteration by performing Newton's method on the subspace P while continuing to use the iteration (1.1) on Q, where it does converge. The extra work involved will be small as long as the number of eigenvalues of F,* near or outside the unit circle remains small.
The basic idea of using a coupled iteration to force convergence of a fixed-point iteration was used by Jarausch and Mackens for solving nonlinear equations [5] , as well as in the context of continuation [3] , [4] . However, they treat only systems in which F,* is symmetric. In this paper, we treat general fixed-point iterations, which include nonsymmetricF,*. This requires more care in the computation of the unstable eigenvectors. Further and more important, we show how these eigenvectors can be approximated and maintained directly from the iterates of (1.1) as continuation proceeds; we do not compute Jacobians and perform only minimal additional work in the stabilization procedure.
This paper is organized as follows. The stabilization procedure is developed in $2 followed by a local convergence analysis in $3. In $4, we show how to recursively estimate and maintain a projection onto the unstable eigenspace directly from the iteration itself. In $5, we describe the RPM algorithm, which numerically implements the stabilization procedure using the projections computed by the recursive technique of $4. In $6 we modify the convergence analysis of $3 after considering the effects of some of the approximations made in the numerical implementation. Incorporating pseudo-arclength methods in our algorithm to treat the case of singular F,* is considered and briefly analyzed in $7. In $8,we present numerical experiments in which the stabilization algorithm uses a "black box" time integration code to compute steady-state solution branches, which become unstable. Section 9 contains our conclusions and mentions some directions in which the algorithm might be further generalized. Appendix A contains a more detailed examination of the application of our methods to stabilizing unstable time integration schemes.
The stabilization procedure.
We assume that the problem we are attempting to solve, 
Here, 6X is the step size and the solver is the fixed-point scheme
As we show in $3, such an iteration converges if the eigenvalues { p k ) r of the Jacobian F,* r F,(u* ( A ) , A) lie in the unit disk and the initial iterate u(O)(A)is sufficiently close to u*(X). However, the scheme generally fails if any of these eigenvalues lie outside the unit disk; even if all eigenvalues are within the unit disk, the convergence may be slow if any of them lie close to the boundary of the disk. Suppose a small number, m, of the eigenvalues lie outside the disk (2.4)
that is:
Define subspaces P and Q of RN by:
(a) P z the maximal invariant subspace of F, ' belonging to { p k ) y , (2'6) (b) Q I IN -P, the orthogonal complement of P.
Note that the subspace Q is not in general an invariant subspace of F,'. (If F, ' were normal, then Qwould also be an invariant subspace.) Denote the orthogonal projectors of E N onto these subspaces by P and Q, respectively. This induces an orthogonal direct sum decomposition of the space RN:
Here, Q = I -P so that P Q = 0 (since P2= P). Using (2.7) we have for each u E RN the unique decomposition:
Now a Lyapunov-Schmidt decomposition of the system u = F ( u , A) can be introduced by applying P and Q to (2.1) and using (2.7) to get:
Clearly, each solution branch u * ( A ) of u = F ( u , A) corresponds to a solution branch (p*, q*) r (p*(A), q*(A)) of (2.9). We claim that g ( p , q, A) in (2.9b) is contracting in q for ( p , q ) near (p*, q*). This is the motivation for our stabilization algorithm, and it follows from the following. LEMMA 2.10. All the eigenvalues of lie in the disk Kg. The proof will be given in $3. From this lemma we see that the recursion will be locally convergent on Q in some neighborhood of (p*, q*), even though the general iteration (2.3) may not converge on RN. The idea of our stabilization procedure is to use Newton's method for p on the system p = f ( p , q, A) while continuing to use fixed-point iteration for q. This leads to the new scheme:
Here, we use
Clearly, f r ) is the restriction of the matrix F,(u("), A) to the subspace P. Thus, ( I -f g ) ) : P 4 P has an inverse if the spectrum of f r ) does not contain unity. If this fails to hold during our continuation in X we introduce pseudo-arclength as done in
57.
For the present, we assume that ( I -f i y ) ) -l exists on P -+ P.Then our stabilized iteration scheme can be described as follows. Stabilized Iteration.
2. Do until convergence :
Convergence analysis.
We proceed to show that (2.14) will converge for u(O)( A ) in a neighborhood of the solution u*(X),even when the original fixed-point iteration (2.3) diverges. Proof. Since P is an invariant subspace of F, ' ,
Therefore, F,' P v = PF,' Pv, and the result follows from Q P = 0.
O
In the previous section, Lemma 2.10 was used to motivate the stabilization algorithm. We now prove that result.
Proof of Lemma 2.10. We are required to show that the eigenvalues of g,* = QFZQ all lie within the disk Ka. There exists a real block diagonal decomposition [2] 
0
Notice that in our stabilization algorithm we have not assumed any special properties of F,*, such as symmetry. In the special case of symmetric (or even normal) I?, * the results of Lemma 2.10 hold for more general P, i.e., we require only that the eigenvectors corresponding to pl,. . . ,p, be contained in P. However, in the general nonsymmetric case, the assumption that P is in fact an invariant subspace of F,*is crucial. This is illustrated by the following simple example: whose eigenvalues are (2,0, O), and el is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue p = 2. However, if we take P = span(el, e2), then QF,*Q has the eigenvalue p = -2, which is still outside the unit disk. Because of this phenomenon, our stabilization algorithm will have to exercise greater care in the computation of the projector P than is the case in special algorithms, which assume that F,* is symmetric [3] , [5].
To complete the convergence analysis of the stabilized iteration (2.14) we write it as where we have introduced
Of course, we can use (3.9) only when ( I -fp(p, q, A)) is nonsingular and we assume this to hold at the solution (p* (A), q*(A)). Then with smoothness of f (p, q, A) it also holds in some neighborhood of (p* (A), q*(A)). If fp(p, q, A) is differentiable, we can evaluate the Jacobian d(h, g)/d(p, q) at the solution to get, recalling that f (p*, q*, A) = p*:
Here, we have used grf = QF,*P = 0 by Lemma 3.1. But Lemma 2.10 ensures that the spectrum of g; is in the disk Kg. Thus, we have proven the following: LEMMA 3.1 1. The Jacobian of the stabilized iteration (2.14), has a spectral radius satisfiing
Using this result we demonstrate the convergence of the stabilized iteration as stated in the following theorem.
Then the stabilized iteration (2.14) converges for all initial values do)E B,(u*)for some
Proof. Denote by v E R2Nthe iterates of (3.8) in the form:
Conditions (a) and (b) ensure that v("+')is well defined if p(")+ q(")= u(")E BE, (u*).
The initial values satisfy the condition for v = 0. For an induction, we consider, with Here we have employed the equivalence of norms in finite-dimensional spaces. By choosing q and E sufficiently small we can be assured that 1-6 +q +O(E) < 1, and thus our induction is completed. Further, we have shown that the iteration (3. requires the projectors P and Q onto the subspaces P and Q.To obtain these we need only find an orthonormal basis for the subspace P. Suppose that Z E RNXmis an orthonormal basis for IF'. Then the projectors P and Q are:
(4.1)
In this section, we will show how an approximation to the basis Z may be computed and maintained recursively as continuation proceeds. An important feature of our technique is that we estimate Z directly from the iterates q(")of the algorithm (2.14), without computing Jacobians.
Increasing the size of the basis.
We assume that initially the continuation procedure starts with A = A, say, for which the fixed point procedure (2.3) or (2.14.2b) converges well. Then there is no unstable subspace I?, its dimension m = 0, and so Z = 0. As continuation in A proceeds, we recursively determine a set of m, m + 1, or m + 2 basis vectors. This is done by monitoring the rate of convergence of the iterates q(") E Q of (2.14.2b). If the rate degrades we know that some of the eigenvalues of g,* = QF,*Q are approaching the unit circle. The generic case is that either an isolated real eigenvalue, pm+l, or a complex conjugate pair (pm+l, pm+2) approach {lzl = 1). We must decide which is the case and determine the one or two vectors to adjoin to Z so that it now spans the larger invariant subspace of F,* associated with the augmented
Let Y be an orthonormal basis for the invariant subspace associated with pm+l or the pair {pm+l, pm+2). From (3.6) it easily follows that Q Y spans the invariant subspace of g,* = QF,*Q associated with these eigenvalues, which are the dominant ones of g,*. Also, (2, Y )and (2, Q Y ) span the same subspace, which is the desired augmented invariant subspace of F,*. An orthonormal basis for this subspace can therefore be obtained by adjoining to Z an orthonormal basis for the dominant invariant subspace of g,*.An approximation to such a basis is computed directly from the stabilized iteration (2.14) as described below.
Assume
that for the current Avalue u(") = p(") +q(") E BE (u* ( A ) ) and that F,(u, A), and hence, g, and g, are Lipschitz continuous on B,(u* (A)). Then from (2.14.2b):
Here we have again used g : = QF,*P = 0 from Lemma 2.10. Neglecting the O ( E~) terms in this gives on recursion Thus, the vectors {~q ( " ) ) are, to a second-order approximation in E , a power iteration with the matrix g,* = QF;Q applied to the vector nq(0). Therefore, asymptotically these vectors will tend to lie in the dominant eigenspace of g,*, provided the starting vector nq(') has a nonzero component in this direction.'
In practice, if the iteration fails to converge in say, n,,, iterations, we use the two difference vectors {~q ( " ) , q ( " -' ) )(i.e., the two most recent power iterates) to approximate the dominant eigenspace of g,* as follows: we compute the Gram-Schmidt factorization (i.e., the " Q R factorization, computed by the "modified Gram-Schmidt" procedure [2] ):
with T E R 2 x 2upper triangular and D E R N x 2orthogonal. We examine the computed triangular matrix T , and if Tll >> T22 (in practice we used the test ITl1/ L lo3/T22I), we '~n example related to the exceptional case in which nq(') does not have a component in the dominant unstable subspace occurs in the second experiment in §8.
conclude that the dominant eigenspace of g,* is one dimensional and we add one new vector, the first column of D, to the basis Z. Otherwise, we conclude that the iteration is slowing down because a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues is approaching the unit circle, and we add two new vectors to Z, the first two columns of D. Note that in our current implementation we exclude the possibility that more than one real or two complex conjugate eigenvalues leave the unit disk simultaneously, but this could easily be altered.
The above procedure can possibly be made more accurate by using a better approximation to the dominant eigenvectors of g,* in span{Aq(")} (which approximates a Krylov subspace for g,* [2] ): to do this we accumulate a small window of r difference vectors {A~(")};-~+, while carrying out the iteration and compute an orthogonal basis U for ~~a n { A~( " ) ) ; -~+ , by the modified Gram-Schmidt procedure. We then compute UTF,*U, which represents the restriction of F,* to span{Aq(k)};-T+l. Next we determine the dominant eigenspace u E RT or RTX2 of this r x r matrix. Finally, we form uu as our approximation and adjoin it to Z. However, this procedure involves extra evaluations of F in forming the matrix U T~, * u .
Since the original procedure above was found to produce a sufficiently accurate Z, we chose not to use this potentially more accurate but more expensive procedure.
Note that whenever the convergence rate of the iteration (2.14) degrades due to some large eigenvalues of g;, the above procedure computes a basis for the corresponding invariant eigenspace. It does not, however, guarantee capturing the invariant subspace corresponding to exactly those eigenvalues outside the disk Kg;in fact, 6plays no role in the above procedure. Nevertheless, approximating Z by this simple procedure accelerates the convergence of the iteration as desired, since the most unstable eigenmodes are either always captured or they are not yet present.
4.2.
Maintaining accuracy of the basis. As the continuation progresses, the dominant eigenspace of F,* will change, rendering our estimate of the basis Z inaccurate. We correct for this by performing one step of an orthogonal power iteration [2] (also known as "simultaneous" or "subspace" iteration) on the columns of Z after each continuation step,
Here "orth(F,*Z)" denotes computing an orthonormal basis for the columns of F,*Z using Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. We will see in $5 that this step requires minimal extra work; in particular, no additional function evaluations are needed because an approximation to the quantity F,*Z is required for executing the stabilized iteration. Further, we may easily monitor the accuracy of the eigenbasis by evaluating the matrix which should vanish by Lemma 3.1 if R(Z) is in fact an invariant subspace of F,*.If E becomes too large, we can perform a few additional steps of the power iteration. However, this is expensive since it will require more function evaluations. In practice, we did not find it necessary; the one (free) power iteration per continuation step was sufficient to maintain Z to reasonable accuracy.
4.3.
Decreasing the size of the basis. We must also consider decreasing the size of Z, since as we have pointed out in §2, it is important that the R(Z) be an invariant subspace of F,*, not merely contain an invariant subspace. After the dimension of Z is increased due to eigenvalues of F,*approaching the unit circle, the algorithm will track the eigenspace via power iteration as long as these eigenvalues remain dominant. However, if some of these eigenvalues subsequently decrease in magnitude and rejoin the large cluster of small eigenvalues of F,*, it is likely that the power iteration will fail to separate the clustered eigenvalues. Consequently, the computed basis Z may then cease to span an invariant subspace, even though it might still contain the dominant eigenspace. Further, the procedure described in $4.1 can overestimate the dimension of the basis Z. We therefore test to decrease the size of Z by introducing the m x m matrix An approximation to H is computed by the numerical algorithm (see $5). The eigenvalues of H are a subset of those of F,*. We would like them to be only those outside the disk Kg. After each continuation step we compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of H (this is inexpensive since H is a small m x m matrix). If only m < m eigenvalues of H lie outside Kg, we compute a real basis V E Rmx* for the corresponding eigenvectors of H (i.e., if the eigenvalues are complex, we compute a real basis rather than a basis of eigenvectors). Then span{ZV) will be a good approximation to the desired eigenbasis, and we replace Z by
In this fashion, the size of the eigenbasis is reduced automatically when required.
The numerical algorithm: RPM.
In this section, we describe the Recursive Projection Method or RPM, which is the numerical algorithm that implements the stabilization procedure using the projections computed recursively by the techniques of $4.
The algorithm of $4 actually computes 2 , an approximation to Z, and the corresponding projectors:
(5.1) p=2zT and Q = I -2 z T .
Thus, the numerical algorithm uses the orthogonal direct sum decomposition: instead of (2.7), where $' = p R N is an approximation to the subspace P.
We find that in the stabilized iteration (2.14) it is sufficient to compute (I-fP)-' only once per continuation step, rather than update it after each iteration. In other words, in our implementation, we actually perform the special Newton or chord iteration on the subspace $' , rather than exact Newton on P as described in $2.
The numerical stabilized iteration follows. Numerical Stabilized Iteration.
Do until convergence:
3.
u*(A) = p("Fina1) + q("Fina1) E p* + q*.
Here we have used 6, a step size 6X and a tolerance tol. In the algorithm, the procedure numerical-stabilized-iteration in (5.3) has been implemented using the coordinate variable z according to (5.6), and the definition of Q to write QU = u-22, etc. We have abbreviated the procedures described above in this section and in sections $$2 and 4 as follows: evaluate-derivative in (5.7), secant-step in (2.2), increase-basis-size in $4.1, decrease-basis-size in $4.3 and power-iteration-step in $4.2. The variables modified by each procedure are included as its arguments, e.g., secant-step (u,A) indicates that u and X are updated by the procedure. Also a k ( H )is an eigenvalue of H. We note that in the implementation given above, the step size 6X is kept constant as continuation progresses; it may be of benefit to vary this, and some procedures for doing so are discussed in [7] . Finally, note that the algorithm requires solving linear systems only with the m x m matrix (I-H ) and avoids computing and inverting Jacobians of the system F , which are N x N. Also, evaluations of F are kept to a minimum, since F is assumed to be a "black-box" code that is expensive to evaluate.
Analysis of the numerical algorithm.
Recall that the numerical stabilization procedure used by the RPM algorithm as described in the previous section involves two significant deviations from the theoretical description of the procedure as introduced in $2:
A. The computed orthonormal basis 2does not span the dominant invariant subspace of F,*, but is an approximation to such a basis. B. The "chord" (or "special" Newton) method is employed on the subspace @' instead of Newton's method on P.
We now reexamine the convergence of the stabilization algorithm in the presence of the above approximations. Since the subspace @' is not an invariant subspace of F,*, the property QF,*P = 0 proved in Lemma 3.1 for P and Q does not hold for P and Q.
However, since the basis 2is computed to approximate 2, the computed projector P approximates P. We will use as a measure of how well @' approximates an invariant subspace of F,*.Note that we can multiply (6.1) by P from the right, by Q from the left and use P2 = P and Q2 = Q to replace Lemma 3.1 by the next lemma. LEMMA 6.2. The projections P and Q satisfy:
It therefore follows that for any p E @', hence, @' is an invariant subspace for the perturbed matrix F,*-E. Let {@k)ybe the eigenvalues of F,*-I .We claim that the following assumptions are reasonable:
The columns of the computed basis 2span the invariant subspace of F,*-I associated with {fik)Y, i.e., the dominant subspace.
The first assumption will hold provided llEll is sufficiently small. The second assumption is reasonable since the basis 2is computed by a power iteration, which approximates a basis for the dominant invariant subspace of F,*.
Instead of Lemma 2.10 we shall use the following. LEMMA 6.5. If Therefore, since the eigenvalues {pk)T lie outside the disk Kg = {IzI I 1 -6) and { p k )~+ , lie within Kg, using (6.7b) we obtain (6.8)
Further, using (6.7a) and the hypothesis (b) of the Lemma, (6.9)
Since, by our assumption (6.4b) above, 2 is a basis for the invariant subspace of F,* -& associated with eigenvalues {Gk};", the result (6.6) can now be proved in a manner similar to the proof of Lemma 2.10.
O
As before, we can write the numerical stabilized iteration (5.3) as
with Recall that we have assumed (I-f p ) ) to be nonsingular. Now we can evaluate the Jacobian d(h, ij)/d(p, q) at the solution (p*, q*) to get, using f*(p*, q*, A) = p*: ( I - 
,O(Q(F,*-E)Q)< 1-6fKIIEII.
Using the Bauer-Fike theorem [I] , [2] once more we arrive at the result (6.14).
O
We can now easily prove the following convergence theorem in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 3.13. 
Then the numerical stabilized iteration (5.3) converges for all initial values u(O) E Bi(u*)
for some i < el.
Pseudo-arclengthRPM continuation. We have developed our stabilization algorithm RPM assuming ( I -F,) is nonsingular in a neighborhood of the solution u*(A).
However, if the iteration (2.3) becomes unstable due to a real eigenvalue crossing the unit circle at the point z = 1, then there will exist a A* where [ I-F,(u*(A*), A*)] is singular. We refer to such points as singular points, and they lead to folds and bifurcations. The generic case is that of folds for which pseudo-arclength continuation [6] enables continuation to proceed beyond the singular point. In this section, we demonstrate how pseudo-arclength methods can be incorporated in the RPM continuation algorithm. Following Jarausch and Mackens [4] we need only implement the arclength procedure in the subspace IF'.
To allow continuation past singular points we introduce a new parameter s, and hence, can augment the decomposed system (2.9) with a new scalar constraint, resulting in the reordered system: Since the restriction of (I-F,*) to the subspace Pis singular and the restriction to Q is not, we perform pseudo-arclength continuation only on this small dimensional subspace. Therefore, the pseudo-arclength normalization N(p,A, s) = 0 is chosen (see (7.4)) to be independent of q. Now the solution branch parameterized by s is r ( s ) : (a)
where 6s is the step size in the pseudo-arclengthvariable s. The solver step uses Newton's method on the variables (p,A) E Px R in (7.lb), (7.1~). For q E Q we use the fixed point iteration in (7.la), with a first order correction term gY)AA(").This correction term is introduced because A changes during the iteration. (This term also plays a'role in deriving (7.10) for the convergence analysis.) The resulting iteration is: A(") ), etc. In the actual computation (7.3b) is written using the coordinate variables z E Rm, as done before in (5.6).
The initial iterates p(O)and q(O)are obtained from (7.2b) by the decomposition u(O) ( s )
We use the pseudo-arclength normalization2
where (iL, A) = (Ij+Q, A) is the unit tangent vector along the solution path r ( s ) .Note that instead of the tangent vector u (as used in standard pseudo-arclength methods [6] ), we use @, the projection of the tangent onto the subspace P.In practice, the tangent vector u(and hence p) is only approximately known and other pseudo-arclength conditions can be used in place of the above (see [6] and 58). Using (7.4) in (7.3), the iteration scheme can be written as where 2~e 8),0 < 8 < 1on the first two terms in (7.4), but they play no role in actually use weights 8 and (1-the convergence analysis, so we have dropped them here. In computations, however, they can be important.
The crucial point is that M can be nonsingular when ( I -f,) is singular (under reasonable conditions), and this is what enables the pseudo-arclength procedure to continue past (singular) fold points. To demonstrate this, we first recall the conditions that hold at a simple fold, say (u*, A*) on a solution path of u = F ( u ,A). They are:
Now it is easy to show, as in the proof in [6] , that M * , the evaluation of M at the fold, is nonsingular if
Although (7.7a) follows from (7.6a) and the projection f , ' = PF," P , since the spectrum of F," and f , ' coincide outside the disk K6,it is not always the case that (7.7b) follows from (7.6b). However, it does follow if F,* is normal; more precisely, we have the following.
LEMMA 7.8. Let (u*, A*) be a simple foldpoint of u = F ( u , A). Then (7.7b) holds if F," is normal.
Proof. Since F,* is normal, it has an orthonormal set of eigenvectors, which span RN.
Thus, both subspaces P and Q are invariant under F,", and hence, Further, we have from (7.9):
*(P+ Q ) ] ( v + w ) + I ( P + Q)F,"
That is,
Since c # 0, this contradicts (7.6b) and our result follows. O It also follows that M* is nonsingular when (I-f;) is nonsingular and F," is normal. The proof of this again employs (7.9) and proceeds as in [6] .
Even when F, ' is not normal, which is the generic case, a small perturbation in N can usually correct matters.
Convergence of the stabilized procedure using pseudo-arclength continuation can be studied by examining the Jacobian of the scheme (7.5) evaluated at the solution a(g,*) c Kg, we can easily write conditions to ensure that the perturbation of g,* in (7.10) maintains the contractivity of the Jacobian, and hence, the convergence of the scheme (7.5). We do not present these details (i.e., another application of the Bauer-Fike theorem) as they are of no practical value for our methods. Finally, note that when F,* is normal we have by (7.9) that f,*= PF,*Q = 0 and the spectrum of the Jacobian (7.10) lies in Kg.
Numerical experiments.
We present two numerical examples in which the pseudo-arclength RPM continuation algorithm was used to enable a "black box" time integration code to compute stable and unstable steady-state solution branches with folds and bifurcations. (This application of the RPM is examined in Appendix A.)
In both examples, the iteration F in (2.3) was constructed using second-and thirdorder explicit Runge-Kutta formulas for integration and step size control, respectively, .
The derivatives f p )and CJ?) in (7.3) were replaced by their values at v = 0 (thus replacing Newton's method by the chord method) and computed using differences as described in (5.7), with 6 = l o p 3 .Recall that in our examples F arises from a time integration code with error tolerance 60 -so we used 6 = 0(&).
For our first example, we considered the Bratu problem in one dimension:
We discretized the operator on a spatial grid of 40 points to generate the system of ordinary differential equations d u l d t = G ( u , A) used by the Runge-Kutta time integration code. Note that the Jacobian F, of the resulting fixed-point iteration is not symmetric, even though G , is. The solution diagram computed by the RPM algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 .Notice first that the code was able to continue past the fold point and compute the unstable branch. The * in the plot mark the points where the code increased or decreased the size of the eigenbasis and circles denote singular points detected by the algorithm, i.e., points where eigenvalues of H = zTF,*2 cross the unit circle. The shading of the line itself indicates the number of iterations required to converge at a particular point, solid lines indicating fastest convergence (i.e., points where the iteration took less than five iterations to converge) and dotted lines indicating slowest convergence (i.e., greater than nine iterations). For our second example, we considered a more complicated system in which the Jacobian G, is unsymmetric and some of the bifurcations present on the solution curve are Hopf bifurcations, where a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues of G, cross the imaginary axis. The system is the one-dimensional coupled set of equations in two variables u1 and u2:
with boundary conditions ui(0) = ui(l) = 0, i = 1,2. The operator was discretized on a spatial grid of 20 points to generate the coupled system of ordinary differential equations {dul/dt = GI, dualat = G2) used by the time integration code. The computed solution diagram is shown in Fig. 2 , with the same interpretation of symbols as in the previous example. (Note: the second circle from the left is superimposed on a *, indicating that the dimension of the basis was also changed at that point.)
As expected, for small values of X the unsymmetric part of the system dominates, and the first two circles on the curve (from the left) denote Hopf bifurcation points detected by the algorithm, corresponding to two successive pairs of eigenvalues of F, leaving the unit circle. (Note that the solution branch to the right of the first Hopf bifurcation is unstable, since the system has eigenvalues with positive real part.) The X2e" terms begin to dominate as X gets larger and because of this the system goes through a fold. Note the behavior of the algorithm for this example. The dimension of the eigenbasis 2is increased first to two, four, and then six, and subsequently decreased to five as an eigenvalue retreats within the disk of radius 1-6.
FIG.2. Problem 2 .
As a check we computed the solution diagrams for both problems using arclength continuation with a full Newton iteration on the steady-state equations G(u,A) = 0, and confirmed the accuracy of the solution branches computed by the algorithm. For the second, nonsymmetric example, we also computed the eigenvalues of the Jacobian G, at points on the solution path to verify the bifurcation points detected by the algorithm. We noted that the system G(u,A) = 0 does in fact display the series of bifurcations shown in Fig. 2 , two Hopf bifurcation points followed by a fold, and finally a transverse bifurcation point. Each Hopf bifurcation involves a pair complex conjugate eigenvalues leaving the unit disk; at the fold point a real eigenvalue leaves the unit disk. The final transverse bifurcation, on the other hand, occurs as a real eigenvalue re-enters'the unit disk. The locations of the bifurcation points computed by the RPM algorithm were within one step size (i.e., 0.15) of the actual locations, except for the second Hopf bifurcation at X x 6.3. This bifurcation actually occurs around X = 4.6. Closer investigation reveals the reason for the large deviation and also provides deeper insight into the behavior of the algorithm.
We found that in the neighborhood of the second Hopf bifurcation, the solution u was orthogonal to the eigenspace corresponding to the pair of eigenvalues crossing the imaginary axis. Since we used a secant predictor step, the initialvectors for the numerical stabilized iteration had no component in this unstable subspace, and so the iteration (2.14) did not diverge at this bifurcation. Consequently, the algorithm found no reason to increase the dimension of the basis 2and did not "see" the bifurcation occur; the occurrence of the bifurcation was instead detected at a later point along the branch when the orthogonality of u to the relevant eigenspace ceased to hold, causing the iteration to diverge. Although unusual, this behavior is understandable since the primary purpose of the algorithm is to compute solution branches efficiently, and bifurcation points are detected only through their effect on the convergence rate of the stabilized iteration. We have not yet attempted to incorporate sharper bifurcation detection tests into the RPM algorithm.
Finally, notice that in both examples the dimension of the eigenbasis 2 was usually increased before the actual bifurcation point (except in the above case). Because of this, not only is the convergence past the bifurcation point assured, but the iteration is accelerated as soon as the algorithm detects that the convergence rate is degrading, before the bifurcation point itself is reached.
9. Discussion and conclusions. We have developed the RPM: a stabilization procedure that can extend the domain of convergence of fixed point iterations of the form (2.3). The RPM determines subspaces in which the iteration diverges and corrects for this by using Newton's method in the unstable subspace. The unstable basis vectors are computed efficiently from the iterates of the fixed point iteration. Further, the algorithm does not assume any special property of the iteration (2.3) or structure of the Jacobian F,.
To enable continuation of solutions past singular points we have combined our RPM algorithm with pseudo-arclength continuation, which is used only on the unstable subspace.
As an application of our stabilization procedure we demonstrated the use of the algorithm in enabling a black box time integration.code to compute solution diagrams of systems including folds, bifurcations, and unstable branches.
Certainly this approach has potential limitations. The algorithm is practical only when the number of divergent modes is small compared to the dimension of the system; nevertheless, this is the case in many applications.
Finally, we believe that the idea of stabilization of fixed-point iterations is more general. By identifying and isolating the slowly converging subspace we are greatly accelerating the iteration. So in a way we are adaptively constructing a quasi-Newton iteration, with just enough of Newton's method in it to give an acceptable convergence rate. Possible generalizations of this basic idea to the solution of stiff initial and boundary value problems, as well as in constructing adaptive preconditioners for solving sparse linear and nonlinear systems are subjects ripe for investigation. and to take the limit as t + oo of the solution u(t,A). We assume here that the (in general) nonlinear partial differential operators on the right-hand side of (A.la) have been approximated by means of an appropriate discretization procedure (i.e., finite differences, finite elements, spectral methods). Thus, we take G : RN x i R + iRN, where N >> 1and A is the parameter to be varied. The vector u E RN determines the spatial approximation to the original continuous quantities. So if finite differences with mesh h are employed and the original problem is over a spatial domain in Rd, then N x rhPd, where r is the number of continuous dependent variables. Note that N is not basically dependent on the nature of the continuous problem, but rather, on the accuracy with which we seek to determine the approximation. Of course if some sharp front develops as A varies we may wish to increase N, but this need not change its order of magnitude, and such phenomena do not play an important role in our study.
The local (linear) stability of a steady state, say u*(A), of (A.la) is governed by the eigenvalues {ak (A)) of the linearized eigenvalue problem: In general, the spectrum {ak(A)) varies continuously with A, and at most, a small number of eigenvalues will cross the imaginary axis when A changes by a small amount. Indeed, when a steady-state u* (A) loses its stability as A varies it usually occurs due to a single real or a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues crossing the imaginary axis. Thus, we will assume that only m eigenvalues of (A.2) have positive real parts after u* (A) has become unstable and m << N. Further, the variation of m with A is essentially independent of the mesh for an accurate discretization of the original continuous problem.
The simplest time discretization of (A.l) is given by the forward Euler scheme with uniform time grid t, = nAt: (A. 3) un" (A) = un(A)+ AtG(unl A).
Here, un(A) = un is the approximation to u(tnl A), and we note that this is in the form We easily see that the numerical stability of (A.3) is equivalent to the convergence of the iteration (2.3) using (A.4), provided the initial value and the initial iterate uO(A) are the same. Indeed, the linearized discretization about u*(A) and the Jacobian Fu(u* 
